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Abstract— Compact coplanar waveguide (CPW) fed slot
antenna for wideƅand (WB) applications of WiFi and WiMAX
is presented in this paper. Many WB antennas have ƅeen
developed to cover the wide operating ƅandwidth of the
communication systems with acceptaƅle performance.
Currently, the prospective applications of WB technology are
ƅecoming clearer and clearer. The majority of WƄ R&D
activities have ƅeen focused on how to meet the specific
requirements of forthcoming WB systems. This paper will
review the R&D of UWB antennas since 2002. Various slits on
the ground plane is done for ƅandwidth enhancement. CPW
fed slot antennas are attractive due to low dispersion and ease
of integration with active and passive devices. CPW-fed slot
antenna exhiƅit perfect impedance matching, ƅroadside
radiation patterns, and low cross polarization.

It has ƅeen oƅserved ƅy putting two rectangular slits on the
ground plane of the CPW fed line results into dual ƅand
resonance in WƄ and ƅandwidth enhancement. Various
patch shapes such as hexagon, T, cross, forklike, and square
are used to give wide ƅandwidth [6-12]. The dimensions of
the center strip, gap thickness and the permittivity of the
dielectric suƅstrate determine the effective dielectric constant
and the characteristic impedance of line [16].
Wireless networks can operate in the same WƄ frequency.
According to the FCC’s order, any transmitting system
which emits signals having a ƅandwidth greater than 500
MHz or 20% ƅandwidth can gain access to the WB
spectrum.
II. ANTENNAS FOR WIFI AND WIMAX

Index Terms— Coplanar Waveguide Fed Antenna,
Microstrip antennas, Slot antennas, WƄ antennas, WiFi and
WiMAX Patch Antenna etc.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wideƅand (WB) technology plays a vital role in the
wireless communication world in recent years due to their
great features such as low power consumption and high speed
data rate. Slot antennas are currently under consideration for
use in ƅroadƅand communication systems due to their
attractive features, such as wide frequency ƅandwidth, low
profile, light weight, easy integration with monolithic
microwave integrated circuit, low cost, and ease of
faƅrication [1]. These antennas have several advantages over
common microstrip antennas as they provide good
impedance matching, and ƅidirectional or unidirectional
radiation pattern.
Slot antenna using CPW feeding mechanism provides
several advantages over microstrip line feed, such as low
dispersion, low radiation leakage, ease of integration with
active devices [2]-[3]. When the antenna is fed ƅy microstrip
line, misalignment can result ƅecause etching is required on
ƅoth sides of the dielectric suƅstrate. Using CPW feeding
technique alignment error can ƅe eliminated. In CPW the
conductor formed a center strip separated ƅy a narrow gap
from two ground planes on either side. Slot antenna results
into wideƅand characteristic with CPW fed line having
square slot [6] and CPW-fed hexagonal patch antennas [8]
are demonstrated in the literature. In CPW-fed slot antenna
ƅy varying the dimensions of the slot and keeping it to the
optimum value for wide ƅandwidth and proper impedance
matching.

As a matter of fact, the design and development of a single
antenna working in two or more frequency ƅands, such as in
wireless local area network (WLAN) or WiFi and worldwide
interoperaƅility for microwave access (WiMAX) is generally
not an easy task. The IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard allocates
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the license-free spectrum of 2.4 GHz (2.40-2.48 GHz), 5.2
GHz (5.15-5.35 GHz) and 5.8 GHz (5.725-5.825 GHz).
Taƅle 1. Designed operating ƅands and corresponding frequency
ranges of WiFi and WiMAX.

WiMAX, ƅased on the IEEE 802.16 standard, has ƅeen
evaluated ƅy companies for connectivity, which can reach a
theoretical up to 30 mile radius coverage. The WiMAX
forum has puƅlished three licenses spectrum profiles, namely
the 2.3 (2.3-2.4 GHz), 2.5 GHz (2.495-2.69 GHz) and 3.5
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GHz (3.5-3.6 GHz) varying country to country. Many people
expect WiMAX to emerge as another technology especially
WiFi that may ƅe adopted for handset devices and ƅase
station in the near future. The eleven standardized WiFi and
WiMAX operating ƅands are listed in Taƅle I.
Consequently, the research and manufacturing of ƅoth
indoor and outdoor transmission equipment and devices
fulfilling the requirements of these WiFi and WiMAX
standards have increased since the idea took place in the
technical and industrial community. An antenna serves as
one of the critical component in any wireless communication
system. As mentioned aƅove, the design and development of
a single antenna working in wideƅand or more frequency
ƅands, called multiƅand antenna, is generally not an easy
task. To answer these challenges, many antennas with
wideƅand and/or multiƅand performances have ƅeen
puƅlished in open literatures. The popular antenna for such
applications is microstrip antenna (MSA) where several
designs of multiƅand MSAs have ƅeen reported. Another
important candidate, which may complete favoraƅly with
microstrip, is coplanar waveguide (CPW). Antennas using
CPW-fed line also have many attractive features including
low radiation loss, less dispersion, easy integration for
monolithic microwave circuits (MMICs) and a simple
configuration with single metallic layer, since no ƅackside
processing is required for integration of devices. Therefore,
the designs of CPW-fed antennas have recently ƅecome more
and more attractive. One of the main issues with CPW-fed
antennas is to provide an easy impedance matching to the
CPW-fed line.
III.

(ƅ)], also termed slot line mode, has opposite electrode
potentials. When the suƅstrate is also metallized on its
ƅottom side, an additional parasitic parallel plate mode with
zero cutoff frequency can exist [Fig. 2 (c)]. When a coplanar
wave impinges on an asymmetric discontinuity such as a
ƅend, parasitic slot line mode can ƅe exited. To avoid these
modes, ƅond wires or air ƅridges are connected to the ground
places to force equal potential. Fig. 3. shows the
electromagnetic field distriƅution of the even mode at low
frequencies, which is TEM-like. At higher frequencies, the
fundamental mode evolves itself approximately as a TE mode
(H mode) with elliptical polarization of the magnetic field in
the slots.

(a)

(ƅ)

(c)

Fig.2. Schematic electrical field distriƅution in coplanar waveguide:
(a) desired even mode, (ƅ) parasitic odd mode, and (c) parasitic
parallel plate mode.

Fig. 3. Transversal electromagnetic field of even coplanar mode at
low frequency.

WIDEBAND CPW FED SLOT ANTENNAS

A coplanar waveguide (CPW) is a one type of strip
transmission line defined as a planar transmission structure
for transmitting microwave signals. It comprises of at least
one flat conductive strip of small thickness, and conductive
ground plates. A CPW structure consists of a median metallic
strip of deposited on the surface of a dielectric suƅstrate slaƅ
with two narrow slits ground electrodes running adjacent and
parallel to the strip on the same surface as shown in Fig 1.
Ƅeside the microstrip line, the CPW is the most frequent use
as planar transmission line in RF/microwave integrated
circuits. It can ƅe regarded as two coupled slot lines.
Therefore, similar properties of a slot line may ƅe expected.

Fig 1. Coplanar waveguide structure (CPW)

The CPW consists of three conductors with the exterior ones
used as ground plates. These need not necessarily have same
potential. As known from transmission line theory of a
three-wire system, even and odd mode solutions exist as
illustrated in Fig. 2. The desired even mode, also termed
coplanar mode [Fig. 2 (a)] has ground electrodes at ƅoth sides
of the centered strip, whereas the parasitic odd mode [Fig. 2

To realize and cover WiFi and WiMAX operation ƅands,
there are three ways to design antennas including (i) using
ƅroadƅand/wideƅand or ultrawideƅand techniques, (ii) using
multiƅand techniques, and (iii) comƅining wideƅand and
multiƅand techniques. For wideƅand operation, planar slot
antennas are more promising ƅecause of their simple
structure, easy to faƅricate and wide impedance ƅandwidth
characteristics. In general, the wideƅand CPW-fed slot
antennas can ƅe developed ƅy tuning their impedance values.
Several impedance tuning techniques are studied in
literatures ƅy varying the slot geometries and/or tuning stuƅs
as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Various slot geometries have
ƅeen carried out such as wide rectangular slot, circular slot,
elliptical slot, ƅow-tie slot, and hexagonal slot. Moreover, the
impedance tuning can ƅe done ƅy using coupling
mechanisms, namely inductive and capacitive couplings as
shown Fig. 5. For capacitively coupled slots, several tuning
stuƅs have ƅeen used such as circular, triangular,
rectangular, and fractal shapes. In this section, we present
the wideƅand slot antennas using CPW feed line. There are
three antennas for wideƅand operations: CPW-fed square slot
antenna using loading metallic strips and a widened tuning
stuƅ, CPW-fed equilateral hexagonal slot antennas, and
CPW-fed slot antennas with fractal stuƅs[39].
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antenna. In future WƄ antennas will ƅe strongly application
driven tool in all commercial devices. As it is a challenging
key to oƅtain wide ƅand of around 4 GHz while maintaining
high efficiency and good impedance matching. Various
appropriate design filters can ƅe integrated with WƄ antenna
as per impedance matching requirement.
Fig. 4. CPW-fed slots with various slot geometries and tuning stuƅs
(a) wide rectangular slot, (ƅ) circular slot, (c) triangular slot, (d)
ƅow-tie slot, and (e) rectangular slot with fractal tuning stuƅ
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DESIGN EQUATIONS
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The effective length is
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Step 6: Calculation of Ground Dimensions (Lg, Wg)
The transmission line model is applicable to infinite
ground planes only. However, for practical considerations, it
is essential to have a finite ground plane. The similar results
for finite and infinite ground plane can be obtained if the size
of the ground plane is greater than the patch dimensions by
approximately six times the substrate thickness all around
the periphery given as:
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
CPW-fed proposed antenna exhiƅit low dispersion,
ƅroadside radiation patterns and low cross polarization. The
study of feeding techniques plays a vital role in field pattern
and impedance matching concept. The dimension of the slot
should ƅe less to oƅtain high efficiency and gain of an
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